Millennium / MSi Solution
Results Driven, People Focused

Shielding Operations against Cyber Attacks

Millennium Corporation is a strategic cybersecurity,
system engineering, and program and project
management services firm and committed partner
to the Government - driven by results and focused
on people as we help our customers achieve mission
success. We have a proven record of performance –
supported by successful contract results with a
broad variety of customers within the ARMY,
NAVY, OSD, DHS, and other civilian agencies.
Millennium is the leading contractor providing
threat cyberspace operations and offensive cyber
capability development to DoD certified and
accredited Red Teams.

Mission Secure, Inc. (MSi) is a cyber security
company focused on protecting control
systems that operate critical physical assets
in defense and industry. The patented MSi
Platform can be deployed bolt-on, value-added to
provide superior OT cyber visibility and
protection with comprehensive coverage
in a single platform. The MSi Platform
gives customers the ability to monitor,
detect, inform, collect, correct and
protect their critical control
systems and related
assets.

One Solution
Together, Millennium Corporation and Mission Secure Inc. bring a new dimension of
cybersecurity protections that integrates a unique and proven security solution for field,
connected systems. Simply put - We defeat malware at the control devices!

www.millgroupinc.com

Ben Clark | 256.876.2062 | Ben.Clark@millgroupinc.com
Scott Wuestner | 703.541.9380 | Scott.Wuestner@millgroupinc.com
1400 Crystal Drive | Suite 400 | Arlington, VA | 22202
O: 703-436-1343 | F: 703-412-9493

www.missionsecure.com

Brian M. Stites | 808.225.9565 | Brian@MissionSecure.com
John Britt | 903.360.6686 | John@MissionSecure.com
300 Preston Avenue | Suite 500 | Charlottesville, VA | 22902
O: 434.284.8071

SECURING INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
The Millennium / MSi Advantage
Secure Architecture Review: Millennium
reviews your current security posture - both
IT and OT, including the architectural design,
validating agreement with standards, and
assessing the ability to detect and respond.
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IT Risk Reduction: Based on our Secure
Architecture Review, Millennium mitigates
identified vulnerabilities and improves your
IT security posture. This prepares you for
enhanced OT security provided by MSi’s
platform.
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Traditional ICS Security

OT Risk Reduction: Millennium analyzes and
mitigates vulnerabilities identified on OT
systems. This phase includes the use of MSi’s
unique and innovative technologies to
provide true cyber security to your Control
Systems.
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Secure Architecture Validation: Millennium
then verifies the security implementation
and validates that your environment is
protected from current and emerging threats
in the ICS landscape.
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Hunt Service: In this ever-evolving domain,
Millennium's Hunt Service will actively
monitor and observe IT and OT network
events and identify anomalies indicative of
active compromise.
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Incident Response Service: However
unlikely, attacks can happen. We aren’t
arrogant enough to believe that you are ever
100% secure. Our tailored Incident Response
service will provide rapid analysis and
subsequent mitigation of IT and/or OT
threats.
Maintenance Support: Nothing lasts forever,
and environments change. We provide 24x7
monitoring and maintenance of all systems
to ensure continuous protection.
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The Millennium / MSi Difference

Maritime Vessels

Aircraft

Ground Vehicles

Space Systems

Buildings & Bases

